Trimble AutoBid
Mechanical
Trimble® AutoBid® mechanical is the market leading labor and material estimating
software, ideal for commercial mechanical, piping, and plumbing contractors.
Providing contractors with customized graphical take off tools, automatic fitting
generation, and multiple industry standard labor books, contractors can quickly and
accurately create bids.

Key Features:
►►

Accurate Hanger and Attachment
Count: The AutoBid Mechanical
software calculates the most accurate
hangers in the marketplace! The
application identifies which pieces
of pipe and fittings are connected.
This generates hangers at changes
in directions and at user-defined
spacing based on pipe size.

►►

Conceptual estimates: AutoBid
Mechanical also enables contractors
to quickly generate conceptual
estimates by using OnScreen View
of TakeOff & Assemblies. Including
equipment locations, hookups and
piping mains as they are sketched.

►►

Custom Exports: Create a custom
export of material cost, labor hours, and
cost, by different categories. The export
can be directly imported into accounting
or project scheduling software.

►►

Rapid Reports: Excel® based reports
allow the users to summarize the
data in a variety of configurations.
Rapid Reports are easily customized
to meet user reporting needs.

►►

PipeDesigner 3D Integration: The
piping model can be exported from
PipeDesigner 3D directly into AutoBid
Mechanical. This powerful feature
allows the estimator to assemble the
associated material and labor costs
without quantifying in take-off.

►►

Pricing Services: AutoBid
Mechanical contains a live link to the
most popular pricing services which
enables the user to maintain current
material pricing in their database.
The following pricing services are
available: Harrison Publishing
House, Trade Service, allpri$er

Increase Your Competitive Edge
Specification driven take offs speed up the process by applying specs that
automatically determine the properties of that item including the material type,
schedule or wall thickness, and allowances of the items being taken off. Users
need only worry about entering the item name and quantity and the associated
specification provides the details. AutoBid Mechanical generates all fittings,
including branch takeoffs, based on the relationship between points that are
touched with either a digitizer or a mouse during the takeoff. By eliminating the
need to place each fitting, our product greatly reduces takeoff time.

On-Screen View of Take-Off
OnScreen View of takeoff allows customers to skip the digitizer; take-off is
performed on screen with imported drawings with the click of a mouse.
While tracing take off, a corresponding visual audit trail is created.
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To further speed things up, areas of the on screen drawing can also be boxed in and copied to repeat takeoff items or
contractors can easily select a group to create an assembly for frequently used take off lists speeding up time. Change happens;
AutoBid Mechanical can highlight the differences between the bid set of drawings and the issued for construction drawings.
By seeing the changes in red on the overlaid drawings, estimators can quickly determine the changes. Additionally, with the
intelligent Graphical Take-Off and On-Screen View TakeOff, project managers can use the Box-In functionality to quickly select
project areas to modify reports and generate detailed costs codes, schedules of values and purchase orders, without performing
additional take-off. This box-in feature is great for short interval planning as well.

Importing, Exporting & Reporting
AutoBid Mechanical follows the workflow of the mechanical contractor integrating with a variety of 3rd party applications. Whether
contractors need to export to an accounting package, scheduling software, final bid summary, export for fabrication, or verify
as-built conditions vs. engineer’s drawings AutoBid Mechanical’s integration speeds the estimating and job costing process.

System Requirements
WORKSTATION:
►►

Processor: 2.8GHz Intel Compatible Processor

►►

RAM: 4GB RAM or higher

►►

Storage: 20 GB free disk space

►►

Operating system: Windows® 8 Professional or
Windows 7 Professional

►►

Monitor: Dual 23-inch Monitors; 1280 X 1024 resolution

Specifications subject to change without notice.

The innovative rapid reports pivot table allows you to view
your estimate by more than 10 categories, allowing for up to
1,320 different data combinations.
With flexible search and replace functionality, you can
quickly change everything from item settings to scale to
material types on an entire drawing of select pieces.
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